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NEW HORIZONS
FOR INTERNATIONAL
OUTDOOR ARTS

WHAT IS
GLOBAL
STREETS?

IN WORDS
“A fantastic and unexpected experience
that I will always remember”
“At the end everybody came together
to dance, young, old, different races,
we were all united”

Global Streets is transforming communities
by bringing unforgettable international
outdoor arts experiences to ten towns and
cities across the country, all characterised
by social and economic disadvantage and
low engagement in the arts.

“A brilliant and exciting event, great multicultural, multi-aged audience, enjoyed by all”

Supported by Arts Council
England, Global Streets gives
voice to local people from Luton
and Leicester to Hull and
Hounslow, connecting their
stories with extraordinary
outdoor performances, created
collaboratively with international
artists.

“The smile and happiness on my 73-year-old
dad’s face was priceless, so grateful to you
for creating wonderful memories!”
“At the end everyone was shouting for
more and excitedly talking to everyone
around them about what a triumph it was!”
“It made me feel part of the community”
“Free events are great for bringing
communities together”
“The audience are not just watching, but
making the show, you don’t see that often”
“A remarkable result for any arts activity”
(The Audience Agency)

IN FIGURES

171,081

Productions presented through
Global Streets have the effect
of positively transforming
people’s perceptions of the
places in which they live and
work, building local pride and
strengthening community
cohesion in some of the UK’s
most disadvantaged
communities.

audience members

9,853 45%
With funding from the Esmée
Fairbairn Foundation, a
nationwide network of Global
Streets Ambassadors is
investigating and leading a
range of new local initiatives,
each designed to nurture active
engagement in civic and
community life, through
the inspiration of international
outdoor arts.
At a time when the UK’s
relationship with Europe and the
rest of the world is very much in
the news, Global Streets is a
tremendous example of how
international cultural
experiences can contribute to a
spirit of conviviality and shared
purpose in towns and cities
across the country.

participants

low arts engagers,
compared to 17%
in national audiences

60%

50%

say Global Streets events
help them feel connected
to others in the audience

say Global Streets events
help them understand
people from other cultures

78%

say Global Streets events give them pride in their local area

ON THE STREETS
Polyglot Tangle
Compagnie Artonik The Colour of Time
Les Commandos Percu & Deabru Beltzak Clash of Drums
Tombs Creatius Monster Colours
Lieux Publics Concert de Public
Vernisseurs Merry Urban Mess
Teatro KTO Peregrinius
Companie Off The Colour of Light
Cardboardia Cardboardia
Teatr Ósmega Dnia Arka
Compagnie L’Homme Debout Rise!
2 B Seen Osadia
Stalker Steli
Olivier Grossetête Lost Castles and Chinese Arch
LJUD The Invasion

AROUND THE COUNTRY

LEICESTER
DONCASTER
HULL

LIVERPOOL
LUTON
BIRMINGHAM

BARKING AND DAGENHAM

HOUNSLOW
WOOLWICH
SLOUGH

Global Streets partners are:

